LIMITED TO 50 VEHICLES

FROM THE RACETRACK TO THE ROAD.
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ABT RS6+

THE ABT RS6+

STRICTLY LIMITED AND A CLEAR PLUS.
Our engine specialists have always been good at adding on and
deliver visually appealing fireworks – inside and outside – in addition to another power boost. The result is called the ABT RS6 +

You will find more about the family sports car on the following
pages or in our video on www.abt.digital/RS6_Action

and is built as an exclusive complete vehicle in a limited edition
of only 50, indicated by a serially numbered badge on each car.
The heart of the ambitious project is the performance boost,
which uses the specially developed ABT Power S power stage.
And the formula works – the power was increased to 705 hp
(519 kW) as well as 880 Nm. The performance version of the Audi
RS6 comes with 605 hp (445 kW) at 700 Nm, making it the most
powerful series version of the Bavarian car manufacturer.

				

For more details visit www.abt-sportsline.com

ABT RS6+

You will find all relevant information about the ABT RS6+ on
http://bit.ly/RS6_Info

Of course our ABT SPORT GR alloy wheels perfectly match the dark
carbon fiber look of the new add-on parts: front lip, front bumper
add-ons, mirror covers, side skirt and rear bumper add-ons as well
as the rear spoiler are also designed with visual carbon. This is
completed by wheel arch vents – after all, this type of car tends to
end up with “hot wheels”. Thus, most people will only see the ABT
RS6+ from behind, looking at its attractive carbon double tailpipe
trims. These are the visual icing on the cake for an exhaust system
that really packs a punch. In addition to the specially developed
control unit, we now also use a complete stainless steel exhaust
system for our power packages.

For all car fans who are more interested in inner values, we as the
worldwide leading VW and Audi tuner also offer a comprehensive
leather and carbon interior from our Individual range. This allows
the elegant and sporty RS6+ to set new standards in this sector
as well. The scope of delivery also includes dashboard and seat
panels made of carbon fiber as well as a steering wheel design
in carbon and leather. Other cool gimmicks are a gearshift lever
badge, floor mats with the RS6+ logo, a matching trunk mat as well
as the fascinating integrated entrance light which casually projects
the RS6+ logo onto the floor. This extravagant Avant is therefore
definitely not short of plus points.
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ABT RS6+

RS6+

ABT POWER S

ABT POWER R (optional*)

4.0 TFSI
top speed
acceleration 0-100 km/h

519 kW (705 HP), 880 Nm
320 km/h
3,4 sec

541 kW (735 HP), 920 Nm
320 km/h
3,3 sec

ABT aerodynamics

front:
side:
rear:

lip (carbon fibre), grille insert with RS6+ Logo,
skirt add ons (carbon fibre)
mirror caps (carbon fibre), skirt add ons (carbon fibre),
wheel arch vents (carbon fibre)
skirt add ons (carbon fibre), spoiler (carbon fibre)
glossy black / diamond machined flange or
matt black / diamond machined top
incl. tyres 295/25 ZR22

ABT sport wheels

SPORT GR22

ABT exhaust technology

stainless steel exhaust system incl. carbon double end pipes

ABT suspension

height-adjustable suspension springs (optional*)

ABT interior

refinement of steering wheel design (carbon/leather), seat frame trimm (carbon
finishing), side panels dashboard (carbon fiishing), partial leathering of front
seats with RS6+ logo, illuminated door sill panel RS6+, floor mats RS6+, steering
wheel badge, RS6+ emblem badge, gear knob badge, integrated entrance lights,
individual leather interior (optional*)

ABT brakes

painting of brake calipers with ABT Logo (optional*)

* For detailed information please contact your dealer.
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ABT Sportsline GmbH
Johann-Abt-Strasse 2 · 87437 Kempten · Germany
Phone +49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 903
Fax
+49 (0) 831/5 71 40 - 37
www.abt-sportsline.com · export@abt-sportsline.de

social.abt-sportsline.com
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